
The Hyperuniverse ProgrammeFirst: Speial thanks to Tatiana Arrigoni and to Carolin Antos,Radek Honzik and Claudio Ternullo for their insights whih havehad a profound in�uene on what I have to say.Truth in Modern Set TheoryEarly 20th Century situation: �Resolution� of the paradoxes, analysisof the �iterative onept of set� leading to the formulation ofZFC = Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory with AC (Axiom of Choie)�The standard axioms�In�nity (ω exists)Powerset (P(x) = {y | y ⊆ x} exists)Replaement (F [x ] exists if F is a de�nable operation)



The Hyperuniverse Programme: A Standard Piture�A standard piture of V (the universe of all sets)�Ordinals0, 1, 2, . . . , ω, ω + 1, . . . , ω + ω, . . . , ω1, . . . , ω2, . . .The von Neumann HierarhyV0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ · · ·Vω ⊆ Vω+1 ⊆ · · ·Vω+ω ⊆ · · · with limit Vwhere Vα+1 = P(Vα)V is a two-parameter struture, determined by the ordinals and thepowerset operation.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi and IntrinsiZFC is the �standard theory� for two reasons:Extrinsi Reason: In its role as a foundation for mathematis, ZFCis very e�etive, i.e., nearly all theorems of mathematis an beeasily translated into set theory and derived from ZFCIntrinsi Reason: The axioms of ZFC an be derived from the�iterative onept� of set, by whih sets are generated by unlimitediterations of the powerset operation through the ordinal numbers(as in the �standard piture of V �)[Apology: Not everyone agrees with the latter laim. However myemphasis in this talk will not be on justi�ations of the ZFC axioms,but rather on justi�ations for new axiom andidates beyond ZFC.℄



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi and IntrinsiIn other words, there are both extrinsi and intrinsi reasons forasserting: The axioms of ZFC are trueBut there are many important questions in set theory whih are notresolvable just using the axioms of ZFC. For example:CH (Continuum Hypothesis): All unountable sets of real numbershave the same size.Key Motivating Question: Are there both extrinsi and intrinsireasons for asserting the truth of axiom-andidates not derivablefrom ZFC? If so, are there suh axiom-andidates whih resolveimportant problems like CH, whih are not resolvable in ZFC alone?



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Re�etionIn fat the �iterative onept of set� an give us a bit more thanZFC.The Re�etion Priniple: If a �property� holds of V then it holds ofsome Vα.This is derivable from the iterative onept as it simply means thatif one an iterate the powerset operation long enough to reah aVα satisfying some property then one an iterate the powersetoperation further.[Same Apology as before.℄Re�etion implies for example that not only V , but also some Vα isa model of ZFC. This is not derivable from the ZFC axioms.However even though Re�etion takes us past ZFC, it is ratherweak, without major onsequenes. It is onsistent with V = L.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi and IntrinsiA preview of what is to ome:1. There is substantial extrinsi evidene oming from set theory fora number of axiom-andidates with important onsequenes.2. There is a urrent lak of extrinsi evidene oming from otherareas of mathematis or logi for axiom-andidates with importantonsequenes.3. The Hyperuniverse Programme is a new soure of intrinsievidene for axiom-andidates with important onsequenes.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheoryProbably the best-known extrinsi evidene for new axioms resultsfrom the power of large ardinal axioms (strong axioms of in�nity)to resolve questions in desriptive set theory.Desriptive set theory is onerned with the projetive sets of realnumbers, obtained by losing the open sets under ontinuousimages and omplements. The projetive sets are organised into ahierarhy
Σ11 ⊆ Σ12 ⊆ · · ·with eah projetive set appearing at some level.Now here is the evidene:



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheory1. ZFC proves that Σ11 sets have some nie properties: PSP (perfetset property), LM (Lebesgue meaurability), PB (Property of Baire).2. ZFC + large ardinal axioms (but not ZFC alone) proves that Σ1nsets have these nie properties for all n.Thus we have extrinsi evidene from set theory for the truth oflarge ardinal axioms.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheory, CritiismThere are however some problems with this extrinsi evidene forthe truth of large ardinal axioms:Problem 1. The argument is based on an extrapolation from Σ11 to
Σ1n for all n. But there are simple examples of analagousextrapolations that lead to ontradition: For example, even though
Σ12 absoluteness for arbitrary models M ⊆ N of ZFC with the sameordinals is ZFC-provable, Σ13 absoluteness is ZFC-provably false!Problem 2. Large ardinal axioms are often formulated in terms ofthe existene of embeddings j : V → M of the universe V of setsinto a transitive inner model M of ZFC whih approximates V . Bytaking this to its natural onlusion, requiring M = V , one arrivesat a ontradition. Thus large ardinal axioms are not �stable�.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheoryAnother extrinsi soure for new axioms omes from Set-GeneriAbsoluteness Priniples:A set is transitive if it ontains the elements of its elements.For any in�nite ardinal number κ, H(κ) denotes the union of alltransitive sets of size less than κ.In partiular, H(ω) = the union of all �nite transitive sets, H(ω1) =the union of all ountable transitive sets and H(ω2) = the union ofall transitive sets of size ω1, the least unountable ardinal number.We write M ⊑ N if M ⊆ N are transitive models of ZFC with thesame ordinals.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheoryTrivial absoluteness: If M ⊑ N are models of ZFC then the theoryof H(ω) is the same in M and N.Can we replae H(ω) by H(ω1) or even H(ω2)?M ⊑set−generi N i� M ⊑ N and N is a set-generi extension of MM ⊑stat−pres−set−generi N i� M ⊑ N and N is astationary-preserving set-generi extension of MWoodin set-generi absoluteness: If M ⊑set−generi N are models ofZFC + large ardinals then the theory of H(ω1) is the same in Mand N.Viale stationary-preserving set-generi absoluteness: IfM ⊑stat−pres−set−generi N are models of ZFC + large ardinals +MM+++ then the theory of H(ω2) is the same in M and N.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene from SetTheory, CritiismThus via Absoluteness Priniples we have extrinsie evidene fromset theory for large ardinal axioms together with the �foringaxiom� MM+++.Again there is a problem with this type of argument:Problem 3. The Woodin and Viale Absoluteness Priniples arebased on set-generi extensions M ⊑set−generi N. If one allowsmore general extensions then these priniples beome inonsistent.Consider the view of Paul Cohen, the inventor of set-generiity:�Cohen said that he was surprised to see that generi extensions, orforing extensions, were being used as fundamental notions in theirown right, rather than just tehnial artifats of his (Cohen's)method of proof.�



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Extrinsi evidene fromMathematis?For these reasons it is worthwhile to look for other soures ofevidene, either extrinsi evidene from other areas of mathematisor evidene of an intrinsi nature.A systemati study of what axioms of set theory are most e�etivefor other areas of logi and mathematis is yet to be undertaken.There are indiations from model theory that weak forms of theGCH are needed, but that is a very preliminary onlusion. It is notyet known what the needs are of topology, funtional analysis andhomologial algebra, where undeidable problems often arise.So instead we look for intrinsi evidene.Until now there has been very little progress on this question, for anumber of reasons:



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthFeferman's vagueness argument:�I have been led to the view that the statement CH is inherentlyvague and that it is meaningless to speak of its truth value; the fatthat no remotely plausible axioms of higher set theory serve tosettle CH only bolsters my onvition.�Shelah's pluralist view:�My feeling is that ZFC exhausts our intuition exept for things likeonsisteny statements, so a proof means a proof in ZFC.��I do not feel a universe of ZFC is like the sun, it is rather like ahuman being of some �xed nationality.�



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthBalaguer's full-blooded Platonism (FBP):�Aording to FBP, both ZFC and ZF+ not-C [negation of AC℄truly desribe parts of the mathematial realm; but there is nothingwrong with this, beause they desribe di�erent parts of that realm.This might be expressed by saying that ZFC desribes the universeof sets1, while ZF+not-C desribes sets2, where sets1 and sets2 aredi�erent kinds of things.��What FBP says is that there are so many di�erent kinds of setsthat every onsistent theory is true of an atual universe of sets.�



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthHamkins goes even further:�... the ontinuum hypothesis is a settled question; it is inorret todesribe the CH as an open problem ... the most important andessential fats about CH are deeply understood, and these fatsonstitute the answer to the CH question.�Maddy's naturalism:�What, then, does naturalism suggest for the ase of the CH? First,that we needn't onern ourselves with whether or not the CH hasa determinate truth value ... Instead, we need to assess theprospets of �nding a new axiom that is well-suited to the goals ofset theory and also settles CH.�



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthWe ome now to The Hyperuniverse ProgrammeWe have seen that there are axioms derivable from the �iterativeonept of set� whih take us beyond ZFC, suh as re�etionpriniples. However it has proved very di�ult to obtain muh morethan that using intrinsi evidene based on the onept of set.The Hyperuniverse Programme instead fouses on intrinsi evidenebased on the onept of universe of sets, and derives �rst-orderonsequenes from this.The Programme an be outlined as follows:



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 1. Create a ontext in whih di�erent pitures of V(universes) an be ompared, the Hyperuniverse.Step 2. The omparison of universes evokes intrinsi priniples, suhas maximality, for the hoie of �preferred universes�.Step 3. These intrinsi priniples are then formulatedmathematially as spei� mathematial riteria for the seletion ofpreferred universes.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 4. Eah riterion gives rise to the olletion of preferreduniverses whih satisfy it, and �rst-order statements whih hold inall suh preferred universes are proposed as axiom-andidates.Step 5. The axiom-andidates following from a given riterion arethen tested aording to their ompatibility with set-theoretipratie and, ideally, for the existene of extrinsi evidene for them.Step 6. (The ultimate goal) If the axiom-andidates following froma given riterion are ompatible with set-theoreti pratie and,ideally, if there is extrinsi evidene for them, then they areproposed as new and true axioms of set theory.Let us take now a loser look at these steps and aompany thiswith a report on the developments within the HyperuniverseProgramme to date.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 1. Create a ontext in whih di�erent pitures of V(universes) an be ompared, the Hyperuniverse.The Hyperuniverse onsists simply of the ountable transitivemodels of ZFC. There are very strong reasons in favour of thishoie:a. V , the universe of all sets, is itself a transitive model of ZFC, soby taking our �pitures of V � to also be transitive models of ZFCwe are remaining faithful to this key aspet of V .b. By restriting ourselves to ountable models we have lost noneof the possibilities for �rst-order properties of V , as any �rst-orderproperty of V must hold in a ountable transitive model.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti Truth. The olletion of ountable transitive models of ZFC is losedunder all known methods for produing new (well-founded) modelsof ZFC from old ones, inluding the methods of foring andin�nitary logi.A key point: We do not take a Platonist position, i.e., we do notregard V as a �xed and well-determined lass of objets. Instead,our onept of V is epistemi and dynami, whereby via theHyperuniverse Programme we larify our understanding of V byexploring preferred pitures of it. Nor do we have a Platonist viewof the Hyperuniverse, and indeed there is a dynami interationbetween our understanding of V and our understanding of theHyperuniverse.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 2. The omparison of universes evokes intrinsi priniples, suhas maximality, for the hoie of �preferred universes�.We regard maximality as an intrinsi feature of the universe of sets.But our treatment of maximality goes beyond what is derivablefrom the iterative onept, namely, what sets must exist. TheHyperuniverse Programme allows us to ompare di�erent pituresof V and thereby isolate pitures of V whih are �maximal� withregard to this omparison.Another priniple whih we onsider is omnisiene, whih assertsthat although (by Tarski) one annot de�ne what it means to betrue in V , one an nevertheless de�ne what it means to be true insome universe that ontains V (a Gödel-like ompleteness theorem).



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti Truth
Step 3. These intrinsi priniples are then formulatedmathematially as spei� mathematial riteria for the seletion ofpreferred universes.The priniple of Maximality has been formulated mathematially ina number of di�erent ways:



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthThe Inner Model Hypothesis (IMH) or Powerset Maximality: Let
Φ(V ) denote the set of sentenes whih hold in some inner modelM ⊑ V . Then if V ⊑ W we have Φ(V ) = Φ(W ).
#-Generation or Ordinal Maximality: The universe V is
#-generated (not de�ned here). We regard this as the strongestpossible form of Re�etion.Omnisiene: The set of �rst-order sentenes with parameters fromV whih hold in some W ⊒ V is de�nable in V .The above have all been shown to be onsistent, i.e. to hold insome element of the Hyperuniverse (assuming the onsisteny oflarge ardinals).The Strong IMH: The IMH for sentenes with absolute parameters.This is onjetured to be, but not known to be, onsistent.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthSometimes riteria are ombined to arrive at synthesised riteria.Some examples:The IMH for #-generated universes
#-generation together with OmnisieneThese have been shown to be onsistent.The IMH for omnisient universes or for universes whih are both
#-generated and omnisientThis has only been shown to be onsistent if one adds to it theexistene of a proper lass of measurable ardinals.The Strong IMH for for universes whih are both #-generated andomnisientThis is urrently the �strongest� riterion, not yet known to beonsistent.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 4. Eah riterion gives rise to the olletion of preferreduniverses whih satisfy it, and �rst-order statements whih hold inall suh universes are proposed as axiom-andidates.Some axiom-andidates that have arisen in this way are:1. (Consequenes of the IMH) There are no inaessibles and some
Σ13 set of reals is not Lebesgue measurable. But there are innermodels with measurables.2. (Consequene of #-generation) There exist inaessible (evenweakly ompat) ardinals.(Note that 1 and 2 ontradit eah other.)3. (Conjetured onsequene of Omnisiene) There are innermodels with Ramsey ardinals.4. (Consequene of the Strong IMH and its synthesised versions)CH is false, indeed the ardinality of the ontinuum is very large.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti Truth
Step 5. The axiom-andidates following from a given riterion arethen tested aording to their ompatibility with set-theoretipratie and, ideally, for the existene of extrinsi evidene for them.Regarding the urrent axiom-andidates, listed above:



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti Truth1. There are no inaessibles and some Σ13 set of reals is notLebesgue measurable. But there are inner models with measurables.2. There exist inaessible (even weakly ompat) ardinals.3. There are inner models with Ramsey ardinals.4. CH is false, indeed the ardinality of the ontinuum is very large.All but 1 are ompatible with set-theoreti pratie; Arrigoni and Iargue that even 1 might be ompatible if one re-examines the rolesof large ardinals and axioms of determinay in set theory.For 3 there is substantial extrinsi evidene.The most interesting is 4, for whih there is perhaps some extrinsievidene.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthStep 6. (The ultimate goal) If the axiom-andidates following froma given riterion are ompatible with set-theoreti pratie and,ideally, if there is extrinsi evidene for them, then they areproposed as new and true axioms of set theory.The urrent situation is the following:We have intrinsi evidene for the existene of weakly ompatardinals and this is ompatible with set-theoreti pratie.Subjet to a onjeture about omnisiene, we have both extrinsiand intrinsi evidene for the existene of inner models withRamsey ardinals.Subjet to the onsisteny of (synthesised forms of) the StrongIMH, we have intrinsi evidene, ompatible with set-theoretipratie, for the failure of CH.



The Hyperuniverse Programme: Intrinsi Evidene forSet-Theoreti TruthThus the Hyperuniverse Programme, whih is still very young, ispointing towards new and true axioms of set theory asserting theexistene of �small� large ardinals (weakly ompat), the existeneof inner models with muh bigger large ardinals (hypermeasurableand beyond), as well as a strong failure of CH.But a huge amount of work needs to be done, both on themathematial side, verifying the onsisteny of various riteria, aswell as on the philosophial side, justifying the laim that prinipleslike maximality and omnisiene are intrinsi to our onept ofset-theoreti universe.I am exited to learn how things turn out.



Postsript: Relation to Peter Koellner's TalkAs Peter and I disussed similar topis perhaps it would be useful tobrie�y delineate some of the di�erenes between our points of view:1. I agree with Peter's distintion between intrinsi (a priori) andextrinsi (a posteriori) evidene. But whereas Peter suggests thatintrinsi evidene is limited to re�etion, I propose a new form ofintrinsi evidene based on the onept of set-theoreti universewhih has onsequenes beyond re�etion.2. I do not support the laim that the onsisteny of large ardinalaxioms entails their existene. The former is justi�ed by theexistene of inner models for large ardinals whereas the latter isnot. But I agree that the laim is orret for statements about Vω,suh as the totality of exponentiation, beause Vω has no properinner models. And I agree that there is strong evidene for verylarge ardinals to exist in inner models.



Postsript: Relation to Peter Koellner's Talk3. In my view the extrinsi evidene for AD in L(R) is notonvining. In partiular I don't subsribe to the intrinsi plausibilityof regularity properties for the higher projetive levels, as this isbased on an extrapolation from the �rst projetive level; suhextrapolations are known to fail for absoluteness priniples and forregularity properties in generalised Baire Spae. Moreover, I do notagree that AD in L(R) is a onsequene of all strong theories; aounterexample is the theory asserting the existene of inner modelswith superompat ardinals. But in light of the strong evidenethat large ardinals exist in inner models, we an onlude that ADholds in some inner model (that may fail to ontain all reals).4. As Cohen himself suggested, I do not think that foring (whetherit be set-foring, lass-foring or hyperlass-foring) an play alegitimate role in disussions of evidene for new axioms of settheory. In partiular Ω-logi annot play suh a role.



Postsript: Relation to Peter Koellner's Talk
In onlusion, I feel that a modi�ation of the kind of extrinsievidene that Peter provided bolstered by further intrinsi evidenesuh as provided by the Hyperuniverse Programme is needed toestablish the truth of new axiom-andidates for set theory. This is avery intriguing prospet, for whih a great deal of work remains tobe done.


